Example sentences for the publication plan required by the Academy of Finland

- In this project, we are going to publish our results on open access journals, if possible. In addition, we self-archive publisher’s accepted versions to Helsinki University Open Repository Helda instantly or after embargo period.
- We will publish the research results on the high-impacted science journals of our discipline and will archive our publication to University of Helsinki open repository Helda.
- We will publish the research results in [PlosOne, mention open access journal of your field] or in some other scientific open access journal. We will also self-archive our articles into institutional open repository Helda.
- Publication created in the project will be published in the Open Access journals like [mention here couple of the best open access journals on you research field, check also DOAJ].
- We will publish the articles in high impact journals of the research field [the journals you plan to use in optimal case] and the author accepted manuscripts will be self-archived to the Open Access repository Helda [or discipline specific repository like arXiv]
- Open access fees (article processing charge) will be about 2000 € / article.

Open access publishing according the instructions of Academy of Finland

Researchers can publish their scientific articles following either green or gold open access. Academy funding can be used to cover research costs related to scientific publishing using the golden route. Academy research funding may also be used to cover costs of so-called hybrid open access publishing.

Green open access means that researchers publish their articles in traditional subscription-based scientific journals and store parallel copies of the articles in machine-readable format in online open access repositories or databases. The Academy allows for an embargo period following the practices of international funders. The embargo is usually no more than six months, except in the humanities and social sciences where it is no more than twelve months.

Gold open access means that a publication is immediately provided in open access mode through a high-quality open access publication channel, that is, an open access journal. In this case, the publisher is responsible for providing the article in open access mode immediately. The publisher may charge an open access fee (article processing charge). This fee may be included in the research costs of the project.

Hybrid open access publishing is also allowed. Hybrid open access refers to a combination of subscription-based and free-of-charge publishing. This means that the author pays a fee (article processing charge) determined by the publisher to make the article freely available. Otherwise the journal is only available to readers who have paid the subscription fee. In these cases, the publisher may collect money from both the authors and the readers. The Academy is keen to emphasise that hybrid open access is only a temporary solution and part of the transition towards full open access publishing.

http://www.aka.fi/en/funding/responsible-research/open-science/